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Chapter

Structure and Dynamics of Plumes
Generated by Small Rivers
Alexander Osadchiev and Peter Zavialov

Abstract
The total share of small rivers in the influxes of fluvial water and suspended
matter to the world ocean is estimated at between 25 and 40%. On a regional scale,
this contribution can be even more significant for many coastal regions. In this
chapter, we show that dynamics of small river plumes is significantly different from
that of plumes generated by large rivers. Spatial structure of small plumes is generally characterized by sharper horizontal and vertical gradients. As a result, small
plumes exhibit more energetic temporal variability in response to external forcing.
In this chapter, we address several dynamical features typical for small plumes. We
describe and discuss the response of small plumes to wind forcing and river discharge variability, the interaction between neighboring small plumes, and the generation of high-frequency internal waves in coastal ocean by small rivers. We also
substantiate the Lagrangian approach to numerical modeling of small river plumes.
Keywords: river plumes, small rivers, plume dynamics, wind forcing,
plume interaction, internal waves, Lagrangian modeling

1. Introduction
River discharges inflow to sea and form buoyant river plumes at coastal areas in
many world regions. The total surface area and volume of river plumes are relatively small as compared to the saline ambient sea. However, river plumes govern
land-ocean fluxes of fluvial water, sediments, nutrients, and pollutants and, thus,
significantly influence many physical, biological, and geochemical processes on the
continental shelf [1–6]. Structure, dynamics, and variability of river plumes are key
factors for understanding mechanisms of advection, convection, transformation,
accumulation, and dissipation of fluvial discharge as well as suspended and
dissolved river-borne constituents in the coastal sea [7–9].
Two groups of factors govern the processes of formation, spreading, and mixing
of river plumes. Immanent characteristics of local landscapes, namely shoreline and
sea bottom features, morphology of river mouths, and latitude, which define the
local magnitude of the Coriolis force, define the first group of factors [10–13]. The
second group consists of variable external forcing conditions, which include river
discharge, local wind, coastal circulation, tides, waves, and stratification of the
ambient ocean [14–21]. The structure and dynamics of a river plume also strongly
depend on its spatial scale. Sizes of river plumes vary from meters to hundreds of
kilometers due to large ranges of freshwater discharge rate among world river
systems. Also, spatial scales of many river plumes have large variability within a
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year caused by seasonal changes in river discharge rates. It results in diverse
patterns of formation, spreading, and mixing of a river plume on intra-annual time
scale [22–25].
General aspects of the structure and dynamics of river plumes as well as their
regional features were addressed in many previous studies. Nevertheless, these
works were mostly focused on large river plumes, while small rivers plumes
received relatively little attention. This is presumably caused by small influence of
individual small plumes on coastal sea as compared to large plumes. Also, most of
the world’s small rivers are not covered by regular hydrological and discharge
measurements, which result in a lack of information about their runoff volume and
variability [26, 27].
The total share of small rivers in the influxes of fluvial water and suspended
sediments to the world ocean is estimated at about 25 and 40%, respectively
[28, 29]. Furthermore, this contribution is much more significant on a regional scale
for many coastal regions. Under certain terrain and climatic conditions, the cumulative discharge from small rivers can greatly increase in response to heavy rains
and become comparable to or even exceed the runoff of large rivers [30–33]. Flash
floods at small rivers caused by active precipitation events can strongly influence
the land-ocean buoyancy fluxes, heat, terrigenous sediments, nutrients, and
anthropogenic pollutants. Many studies showed that they can affect coastal
dynamics of certain world regions [13, 28, 34–37].
In this chapter, we focus on specific features of structure and dynamics of small
river plumes, which are not typical for large plumes. In Section 2, we address spatial
structure and temporal variability of small river plumes and analyze general aspects
of difference between small and large plumes. In Section 3, we describe the
Lagrangian numerical model that was specifically designed for simulation of
spreading and mixing of small river plumes and the associated transport of riverborne suspended matter. Section 4 provides description and analysis of several
important dynamical features of small plumes including the response of small
plumes to wind forcing and river discharge variability (Section 4.1), the interaction
between neighboring small plumes (Section 4.2), and the generation of highfrequency internal waves in small plumes by river discharge (Section 4.3). The
conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Structure of small river plumes
The process of transformation of freshwater discharge as a result of its interaction with saline sea water can be considered and analyzed on different spatial and
temporal scales. Initially, river discharge inflows to sea from a river mouth and
forms a sub-mesoscale or mesoscale water mass commonly referred as a river
plume, where salinity is significantly lower than of surrounding sea water. Buoyancy force plays an important role in spreading and mixing of this freshened water
mass; therefore, dynamics of river plumes and ambient sea is different because of
salinity differences. Thus, salinity is the main characteristic that is used to distinguish river plumes and sea water, i.e., define the mixing zone where river plume
ends and sea water starts.
A river plume is generally formed by one or multiple distinct sources. Structure
and dynamical characteristics within a river plume are strongly nonhomogenous. In
particular, salinity and velocity field in vicinity of freshwater source/sources are
significantly different as compared to outer parts of a plume [9, 16]. A river plume
is spreading and mixing with adjacent sea water, which results in transformation of
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a river plume, but also influences physical, biological, and geochemical
characteristics of ambient sea. Strength and extent of this influence mainly depend
on volume of freshwater discharge and varies from negligible impact of small
plumes formed by rivers with low discharge rates on coastal sea [20, 24, 38] to
formation of stable freshened water masses in the upper sea layer on wide coastal
and shelf areas [11, 39–41]. The latter water masses, commonly referred as regions
of freshwater influence (ROFI), are characterized by more homogenous structure,
significantly as greater spatial scales and lower temporal variability, as compared
to river plumes.
We regard river plumes as water masses formed as a result of transformation of
freshwater discharge in coastal sea on diurnal to synoptic time scales, while ROFI
reproduce transformation of freshwater discharge on seasonal to annual time scales.
River plume embedded into ROFI reproduces a continuous process of transformation of freshwater discharge and, therefore, cannot be distinctly distinguished. On
the other hand, river plumes and ROFI have strongly different thermohaline characteristics and dynamics. Therefore, interaction between river plumes and surrounding ROFI significantly influences spreading dynamics and mixing of river
plumes on synoptic time scale [5, 25, 31–33].
In this chapter, we focus on small river plumes; therefore, we need to determine
characteristic properties of small plumes to distinguish them from large plumes. We
define small plumes as plumes that do not form ROFI; i.e., residence time of
freshened water in a small river plume is equal to hours and days. Dissipation of
freshened water as a result of mixing of a small plume with subjacent saline sea
limitedly influence ambient sea and does not result in accumulation of freshwater
in adjacent sea area. As a result, small plumes are characterized by sharp salinity
and, therefore, density gradient at their boundaries with ambient sea. This
density gradient hinders vertical energy transfer between a small plume and
subjacent sea.
This feature strongly affects spreading dynamics of a small plume due to following reasons. First, the majority of wind energy transferred to sea remains in a
small plume, because vertical momentum flux diminishes at density gradient
between a plume and subjacent sea. Thus, wind stress is concentrated in a shallow
freshened surface layer that causes higher motion velocity and more quick response
of dynamics of a small plume to variability of wind forcing, as compared to ambient
sea [42, 43]. Second, circulation of adjacent sea limitedly affects spreading dynamics of a small plume, because density gradient hinders upward momentum flux
from subjacent sea to a small plume [44]. It results in wind-driven dynamics of
small plumes, which is characterized by very energetic temporal variability of their
positions, shapes, and areas [45–47]. Spreading pattern of a small plume can dramatically change during several hours that is regularly registered by in situ and
satellite data. High temporal variability of small plumes and their small vertical sizes
often result in large inhomogeneity of their horizontal structure.

3. Lagrangian modeling of small river plumes
An important role of buoyancy force and density gradients are key features of
dynamics of small river plumes, which is substantially different from dynamics of
ambient sea. Small plumes are characterized by sharp spatial gradients and high
temporal variability, while ambient sea has more stable and homogenous structure.
Thus, an Eulerian approach denoted by state equations for a fixed point of space is
suitable for modeling of complex dependences and feedbacks of sea dynamics, but
exhibits certain difficulties if applied for modeling of small plumes. On the other
3
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Figure 1.
Schematic of the forces applied to an individual parcel of a river plume.

hand, a Lagrangian approach denoted by state equations for a moving parcel of
substance is more efficient for modeling of dynamically active processes and
coherent structures typical for small plumes.
We developed a Lagrangian model called Surface-Trapped River Plume Evolution (STRiPE) for simulating the spreading of small river plumes and the associated
transport of river-borne suspended sediments [45, 48]. STRiPE represents a river
plume as a set of Lagrangian parcels or homogeneous water columns extending
from the surface down to the boundary between the plume and the subjacent sea,
while their horizontal sizes are presumed to be relatively small. These parcels are
initially released from the river mouth and represent river runoff inflowing to sea.
The subsequent motion of a parcel is determined by the momentum equation
applied to this specific parcel. The overall set of parcels represents the river plume
at every step of the model. Thus, the temporal evolution of the plume is simulated.
We presume that the buoyant plume remains confined to the surface layer; therefore, the model describes the 2D motion of the parcels, although all parcels exhibit
vertical mixing with subjacent sea water. Salinity and density of an individual parcel
change in time until it eventually dissipates.
Motion equations, which are applied to an individual parcel, reproduce the
main forces that determine river plume dynamics, namely, the Coriolis force, the
pressure gradient force, the wind stress force, the friction at the lower boundary
of the plume, and the lateral friction (Figure 1). At every step of the computation,
the model reads the corresponding values from the input time series of river
discharge rate, wind stress, and ambient sea current velocity data. Then, the
model calculates the acceleration components (ax, ay) and the resulting velocity
components (u, v) for the whole set of parcels. The STRiPE model tracks individual parcels and, therefore, does not use any spatial grid for solving the motion
equations. However, an auxiliary horizontal grid with the respective increments
Δx and Δy in zonal and meridional directions is used to calculate the spatial
derivatives necessary for parameterizing the pressure gradient force and lateral
friction applied to the parcel. Continuous fields of velocity, depth, and density
within the plume are obtained by extrapolating the respective values from the
overall set of parcels.
4
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The momentum equations for an individual parcel are the following:
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where ux, y ; vx, y are the interpolated velocity components at the x; y grid


node, f is the Coriolis parameter, τx ; τy are the wind stress components, ρ is the
density of water in the parcel, h is the height of the parcel, ρx, y is the interpolated
 
 
density at the x; y grid node, hx, y is the interpolated height at the x; y grid node,
μh , μv are the horizontal and vertical eddy viscosity coefficients, ðusea ; vsea Þ are the
ambient sea currents velocity components, ρsea is the ambient sea water density,
and g is the gravity acceleration. The superscripts denote the model time steps. The
first term in Eq. (1) denotes the Coriolis force, the second term stands for the wind
stress, the third and fourth terms denote the bottom and lateral friction, and the
fifth term
 stands for the pressure gradient force. After the acceleration components
ax ; ay are obtained from the momentum equations, the final velocities (u, v) for
the period (t, t þ Δt) are calculated from kinematic formulas:
uiþ1 ¼ ui þ aiþ1
x Δt,
viþ1 ¼ vi þ aiþ1
x Δt:

(2)

In order to simulate the small-scale horizontal turbulent mixing, the deterministic approach described above was complemented by the random-walk Monte
Carlo method [49]:
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where x; y are the coordinates of an individual parcel, Δt is the time step, Dh is
the horizontal diffusion coefficient depending on the velocity field as specified
below, and ηx , ηy are the independent random variables with standard normal
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distribution. The horizontal diffusion coefficient used above was calculated from
the Smagorinsky formula [50]:
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where ζh is the scaling coefficient.
The simulation of the vertical dissipation of a plume parcel is based on the
salinity diffusion equation and assumption that density depends linearly on salinity:
∂ρ
∂2 S
¼ Dv 2 ,
∂t
∂z

(4)

or, in a discrete form,
ρ
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i

(5)

where Dv is the vertical diffusion coefficient and ht is the vertical turbulence
scale. Hence, as the saline water from the subjacent sea is entrained into the plume
gradually replacing the freshwater, the density of water in the parcel increases,
while its height decreases according to the following linear equation:
∂h
¼
∂t

Div
,
ht

(6)

or, in a discrete form,
hiþ1 ¼ hi

Div
Δt:
ht

(7)

The vertical diffusion coefficient divided by the vertical turbulence scale used
above was calculated using the following parameterization based on Richardson
number [51]:
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where ζv is the scaling coefficient, Rii ¼ Ni 2 is the Richardson number,
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cal shear.
Transport and settling of fine suspended sediments discharged from the river
mouth is also simulated by STRiPE. In horizontal direction, sediment particle is
defined as a passive tracer of a river plume; i.e., the horizontal movement of a
sediment particle is defined by velocity fields calculated within a plume at every
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modeling step. Vertical movement is calculated individually for every sediment
fraction, which have different sizes of particles. For this purpose, we use a combination of a deterministic component defined by sinking of a particle under the
gravity force and a stochastic random-walk scheme that reproduces influence of
small-scale turbulent mixing. Sediment particles are initially released from the river
mouth with river water. During its motion, a particle sinks within the river plume
until it reaches the mixing zone between the river plume and the subjacent sea
water. After the particle descends beneath the lower boundary of the plume, it is
regarded as settled to ambient sea and is stopped to be simulated by STRiPE. The
STRiPE is intended to simulate transport of relatively small particles with diameter
less than 10 4 m; therefore, gravity-induced vertical motion is determined by
gd2 ðρs ρi Þ
,
Stokes’ law, and particle settling velocity ws is calculated as follows: ws ¼ 18μρ
i
where d is the sediment particle diameter, ρs is the sediment particle density, and μ
is the dynamic water viscosity.
The total vertical displacement of a sediment particle determined by gravitational sinking, vertical advection, and turbulent mixing was parameterized by the
random-walk Monte Carlo method, which represents features of spatially
nonuniform turbulent mixing:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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(9)

where ∆z is the vertical displacement of a particle, K v is the vertical diffusion
coefficient, and η is a random process with standard normal distribution.
The main advantage of STRiPE lies in its computational efficiency in simulating
spreading and mixing of river plumes as compared to Eulerian models. However,
STRiPE does not reproduce any influence of a river plume on the ambient ocean,
which is an important issue for large river plumes. Thus, STRiPE should be applied
for simulation of spreading and mixing of small river plumes that limitedly influence the ambient sea.

4. Dynamics of small river plumes
In this section, we address dynamical features of small river plumes using the
case study of the Mzymta plume and other small river plumes formed along the
Russian coast of the Black Sea (RCBS) between the city of Novorossiysk and the city
of Sochi (Figure 2). The drainage basin of RCBS is a narrow area (10–40 km wide)
limited by the Greater Caucasus range at the east and the sea coast at the west. Steep
gorges of this range form the drainage basins of several dozens of rivers that
discharge to the sea at RCBS. Watershed basin areas of these rivers are relatively
small, and the total freshwater runoff from the study region to the sea is estimated
as 7 km3 in a year [52].
Multiple buoyant plumes are formed along the coast of the study area. The
largest plume is generally formed by the Mzymta River, which is the largest river of
RCBS with mean monthly discharge equal to 20–120 m3/s. The area of the Mzymta
does not exceed 10 km2 under average climatic discharge conditions. However, it
can increase up to 50 km2 during spring and summer freshet periods. Areas of the
other river plumes of RCBS are even smaller except for rain-induced flash flooding
periods. The rivers of the study region are significantly more turbid, as compared to
sea water, due to elevated concentrations of terrigenous suspended sediments. As a
7
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Figure 2.
Location of the largest rivers and cities of the Russian coast of the Black Sea.

result, surface salinity and turbidity show good correlation within the river plumes.
Thus, optical satellite imagery can be effectively used to detect river plumes of
RCBS [45, 46]. Both in situ and satellite measurements revealed high spatial and
temporal variability of the river plumes of RCBS. Their areas, positions, and shapes
can significantly change during several hours in response to variations of river
discharge and local wind forcing [42, 43, 45].
4.1 Wind forcing and small river plumes
We used near-simultaneous ocean-color satellite imagery from NASA’s Landsat
8 and ESA’s Sentinel-2 missions to reconstruct surface currents along RCBS and
study spreading dynamics of small river plumes formed in this area [53]. Several
times a year, Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 satellites both pass over the study area within
a time interval of less than 10 minutes. The obtained near-simultaneous ocean-color
composites can be used to reconstruct surface sea currents. In particular, they can
be applied for detection of motion of frontal zones of river plumes, which are visible
in optical satellite images. We used an optical flow algorithm applied to nearsimultaneous Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 images to reconstruct surface currents
within the Mzymta plume. The obtained results reveal significant differences in
wind-driven dynamics of the Mzymta plume and large plumes [12, 16, 54–58].
The main features of the dynamics of the Mzymta plume reconstructed from
the satellite imagery are the following. First, the near-field part of the Mzymta
plume is smaller than it is estimated by relevant parameterizations based on river
discharge parameters designed for large plumes. Second, under low-wind-forcing
conditions, the mid-field plume, i.e., a recirculating bulge adjacent to the river
mouth, is not formed. The near-field freshwater jet directly transitions to the
far-field part of the plume near the Mzymta mouth. Finally, during upwelling,
onshore, and offshore wind-forcing periods, the wind-induced Ekman transport
within the Mzymta plume occurs at a wide range of angles to the wind direction. It
changes from values of 60–80° near the Mzymta mouth to 30–40° at the far-field
part of the plume.
We presume the following physical interpretation of dynamical features of a
small plume described above. The Mzymta River has a rapid flow (1–2 m/s), but is
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relatively shallow (1–1.5 m) in its mouth. Thus, relatively small volume of fresh
water inflows to sea from the Mzymta River mouth at a relatively high speed. This
jet is then abruptly decelerated by the vertical friction with the subjacent sea and
the initial inertia of the jet decays in vicinity of the river mouth. Thus, according to
the reconstructed surface velocity fields, size of the inertia-governed near-field part
of the Mzymta plume is relatively small (1–2 km). It is of one order of magnitude
less than, first, was reported by in situ measurements for river plumes formed by
rivers with similar discharge rates but lower river inflow velocities [24, 38, 59, 60],
and, second, theoretical values of near-field part of a plume numerically estimated
by formulae described by [12, 54].
The near-field jet abruptly decelerates and forms a sharp pressure gradient in
vicinity of the river mouth, which is directed seaward. As a result, anticyclonic
recirculation flow directed to the river mouth is hindered by the pressure gradient
force. Thus, the large river inflow velocity and low river discharge volume are the
limiting factors for formation of an anticyclonic bulge under low wind-forcing
conditions. On the other hand, in case of low velocity and/or a large volume of river
inflow, it is not abruptly decelerated in vicinity of the river mouth, and strong
velocity and pressure gradients are not formed.
Strong nonuniformity of motion patterns of different parts of the far-field
plume in response to wind forcing are revealed by the reconstructed surface velocity fields. Upwelling, onshore, and offshore winds induce spreading of the most
stratified parts of the plume adjacent to the Mzymta mouth at an angle of up to 80°
to the direction of wind forcing. On the other hand, this angle diminishes to 30–40°
at the less stratified outer parts of the plume. This effect is presumed to be
caused by inhomogeneity of Ekman layer depth due to strong variability of stratification of the Mzymta plume. These results are supported by numerical experiments
focused on relation between parameters of Ekman transport and river plume
stratification [61].
Dynamical features of the Mzymta plume described above significantly influence its structure, spreading patterns, and the associated transport of suspended
and dissolved river-borne constituents. First, freshwater discharge does not accumulate at the small near-field part of the Mzymta plume, which is not the case for
large rivers [9, 15, 55]. As a result, freshwater discharge is mainly accumulated at
the far-field part of the Mzymta plume. Winds cause spreading of a far-field plume
along the direction of Ekman transport till it is limited by a coastline. Thus, location
of a restraining coastline defines two stable states of a plume, which are generally
indicated by downstream/upstream location of a sharp plume front. First, an
alongshore downstream current is formed if spreading of a small plume is limited
by a downstream coastline. Second, a small plume is arrested near its estuary if its
spreading is restrained by an upstream coastline.
The observed large angles between surface flow and wind-forcing directions at
the strongly stratified part of the Mzymta plume causes significantly different
wind-govern spreading patterns of a small plume, as compared to large plumes
(Figure 3). Upstream spreading of large river plumes is caused by upwelling wind
forcing [22, 62, 63], while upstream spreading and accumulation of a small plume
was observed only during onshore winds. On the opposite, upwelling wind forcing
induced intense offshore spreading of a small plume, while largest cross-shore
scales of large plumes were registered during offshore wind-forcing conditions
[64, 65]. Downstream spreading of a small plume as an alongshore coastal current
during downwelling wind-forcing conditions is similar to spreading patterns
observed for large plumes [22, 62, 66–68].
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4.2 Interaction between small river plumes
The Mzymta River has a drought period from late summer to the end of winter
and a freshet period in spring and early summer caused by snow melting. All other
rivers of the study region are mainly rain-fed and are prone to regular flash floods
that provide the majority of their total annual runoff. These flash floods are characterized by sharp rises and falls of discharge due to small sizes (<900 km2) and
steep relief of the drainage basins and their high drainage densities (0.85–1.05). It
results in quick response of discharge of these rivers on precipitation events, which
can significantly increase during several hours after a heavy rain [69].
Under average climatic discharge conditions, plumes formed by small rivers at
RCBS are distinctly separated because their spatial scales do not exceed the distances between the river estuaries. However, during rain-induced floods, the areas
of the river plumes significantly increase, and the plumes can collide and coalesce
with neighboring plumes (Figure 4). As a result, the point-source spread of continental discharge dominated by several large rivers under average climatic conditions can change to the line-source discharge from numerous small rivers situated
along the coast in response to heavy rains. We studied interaction between these
river plumes using a nested combination of the INMOM [70, 71] and the STRiPE
numerical models [25]. The Eulerian model INMOM reproduced general ocean

Figure 3.
Schematic of spreading patterns of a small river plume and the related locations of sharp frontal zones of a
plume under (a) downwelling, (b) onshore, (c) upwelling, (d) offshore, and (e) low wind-forcing conditions.

Figure 4.
Satellite-derived surface TSM distribution at the Russian coast of the Black Sea before (a) and after (b) a heavy
rain, illustrating collision and coalescence of multiple small plumes at RCBS in response to rain-induced
flooding event.
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circulation at the northeastern part of the Black Sea and provided boundary conditions for the Lagrangian model STRiPE, which was used for simulating the dynamics of river plumes.
Numerical experiments showed that short-term rain-induced flooding events
significantly influence sediment transport and deposition patterns at RCBS. Under
average climatic discharge conditions, the total runoff of fluvial water and terrigenous sediments in the study area is dominated by several largest rivers. Discharge of
fresh water and terrigenous sediments from the small rivers is relatively low. As a
result, plumes formed by small rivers have small sizes, small water residence time,
and their influence on coastal sea is almost negligible. Thus, river discharges affect
local water quality and sediment accumulation only near the estuaries of several
largest rivers. Heavy rains can induce a rapid and substantial increase in discharge
of fresh water and terrigenous sediments from the small rivers of the study region.
During these flash flooding periods, areas of small plumes substantially increase,
neighboring plumes coalesce, and strips of freshened water masses can be formed
along large segments of the seashore.
Numerical modeling revealed that interaction between river plumes significantly influence their structure and dynamics. During flash flooding periods,
alongshore strips of freshened and turbid water are formed in the study region and
their total length can exceed 200 km. The resulting line-source discharge pattern
induces switch in dynamics of river plumes and transport pathways of river-borne
suspended and dissolved matters at RCBS. The mixing intensity between the
plumes and the adjacent strips of freshened and turbid water is relatively low due to
the decrease of salinity gradient. As a result, the river plumes exhibit slower dissipation, have larger spatial scales, and have larger water residence time, as compared
to point-source discharge conditions. Moreover, line-source discharge conditions
induce alongshore geostrophic currents of turbid and freshened water. These currents induce the intense alongshore transport of river-borne sediments in a northwestern direction. This process strongly affects local water quality and causes active
sediment accumulation along large segments of the sea shore at the study region, as
compared to point-source discharge conditions.
4.3 Generation of high-frequency internal waves
High-frequency internal waves propagating offshore in small river plumes are
regularly observed in satellite imagery in many world regions. In particular, Landsat
8 and Sentinel-2 ocean-color composites regularly reveal surface expressions of
high-frequency internal waves propagating in small river plumes of RCBS [72].
Sources of these internal waves are small areas (100–200 m long and 25–100 m
wide) adjacent to river mouths and elongated in directions of river inflows
(Figure 5a). These waves propagate offshore from their source areas, and their
surface expressions are distinctly observed at optical satellite imagery only within
river plumes. These waves dissipate within river plumes at a distance of order of
several kilometers from the river mouths or at lateral boundaries of river plumes, if
size of a river plume is less than the decay distance of the internal waves. Ranges of
wavelengths, phase speeds, and periods of internal waves reconstructed at multiple
river plumes of the study region using satellite imagery are equal to 30–60 m, 0.45–
0.65 m/s, and 65–90 s, respectively.
We presume the following mechanism of generation of internal waves described
above by discharges of small and rapid rivers (Figure 5b). Velocity of a river runoff
is of one order of magnitude higher than velocity of coastal circulation. It causes
abrupt deceleration of a freshened flow, increase of its depth, and formation of a
hydraulic jump. The resulting switch of flow conditions from supercritical to
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Figure 5.
WorldView-3 ocean color composite of the Mzymta plume from April 4, 2017 illustrating the formation and
propagation of internal waves with high spatial resolution (a). Schematic of formation of a hydraulic jump and
generation of internal waves by river discharge (b).

subcritical state causes generation of high-frequency internal waves. These waves
propagate offshore in a stratified layer between the river plume and the subjacent
saline sea. If the internal waves reach lateral boundary of a river plume, they
abruptly dissipate due to relatively low stratification in the ambient sea. Thus,
energy of internal waves is transformed to turbulence and increase mixing between
the river plume and the subjacent sea.
A hydraulic jump described above is formed by river runoff under certain
conditions that depend on properties of a river flow, ambient sea water, and a local
topography. First, a supercritical freshened flow in vicinity of a river mouth is
formed only if a river current is fast enough. At the same time, a freshened flow is
abruptly decelerated by friction with ambient sea only if its kinetic energy, i.e.,
river discharge rate, is relatively low. Second, transformation of kinetic energy of a
river flow to potential energy of a hydraulic jump depends on local salinity anomaly.
Therefore, ambient sea salinity has to be high enough, which occurs in absence of
intense freshwater accumulation in vicinity of a river mouth. Third, depth of a
plume has to be smaller than sea depth near a river mouth. In this case, a river
plume does not exhibit friction with sea bottom, which can hinder formation of a
hydraulic jump.
Many small and rapid mountainous rivers that inflow to deep coastal sea areas
correspond to the conditions listed above. These rivers have small but steep drainage basins that result in high flow velocities and small discharge rates. Steep coastal
bathymetry typical for mountainous coasts provides quick renewal of sea water in
vicinity of river mouths by coastal circulation. Discharges of such rivers form
hydraulic jumps and generate internal waves in many world coastal regions (New
Guinea, New Zealand, Mexico, Peru, Chile, Taiwan, etc.), which is regularly
observed by satellite imagery. Moreover, many of these regions have regular flash
flooding events on small rivers during rainfall [25, 30, 73]. The resulting simultaneous generation of high-frequency internal waves from multiple and closely
spaced river mouths was registered in several of the mountainous regions
listed above.
The processes of generation, propagation, and dissipation of internal waves
described above induce transformation of river flow kinetic energy to turbulence in
frontal zones of a river plume. As a result, these processes increase mixing in
bottom and lateral boundaries of a plume and reduce freshwater volume accumulated in a river plume. This pattern of energy transform observed for small rivers of
RCBS is significantly different from those that are typical for larger rivers and/or
rivers with less rapid currents, which discharges form recirculating bulges in vicinity of river mouths instead of hydraulic jumps [9, 15, 56]. As a result, a kinetic
energy of a river flow transforms to pressure gradient potential energy and kinetic
energy of a bulge anticyclonic flow. In this case, increase in a kinetic energy of a
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river flow increases freshwater accumulation rate within a bulge and decreases
mixing between a river plume and ambient sea [9, 15]. Therefore, generation of
internal waves is an important feature of river plumes formed by small and rapid
rivers, which strongly affects their structure and dynamics.

5. Conclusions
In this chapter, we described specific features of structure and dynamics of small
river plumes, which are significantly different from those typical for large plumes.
Small river plumes are river plumes with small residence time of freshened water
(hours and days), which mixing with ambient sea limitedly influences its salinity.
Small plumes have sharp salinity gradients at their boundaries with ambient sea,
which hinders vertical energy transfer between a small plume and subjacent sea. As
a result, small plumes are mainly wind driven, while the role of circulation of
ambient sea in their dynamics is negligible.
Small plumes are characterized by energetic temporal variability and inhomogeneous horizontal structure. Position, shape, and area of a small plume can significantly change during several hours in response to variability of wind forcing and
river discharge rate. Small plumes have very small near-field part and do not form a
recirculating bulge adjacent to river mouths due to efficient deceleration of
inflowing river runoffs and quick decay of their initial inertia. The wind-induced
Ekman transport within a small plume occurs at a wide range of angles to the wind
direction during upwelling, onshore, and offshore wind-forcing periods with the
largest values in the near-field part of a plume. Interaction between neighboring
small plumes can strongly influence their structure and dynamics. Collision and
coalescence of multiple small plumes in response to rain-induced flooding events
results in the decrease of mixing intensity within small plumes and intensification
of their alongshore spreading.
Finally, high-frequency internal waves are generated in certain small plumes
formed by rivers with high flow velocity. Such a river inflows to coastal sea,
abruptly decelerates, and forms a hydraulic jump in vicinity of a river mouth.
Formation and relaxation of a hydraulic jump induces generation of high-frequency
internal waves that propagate offshore. These internal waves strongly influence
turbulence and mixing at a stratified layer between a buoyant river plume and
subjacent ambient sea.
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